W3780 WEST WING (USA, 9/22/1999- ) [TV SERIES]

Series summary: Political melodrama set behind the scenes in the White House, Washington, D.C.

An Khe (2/18/2004)

Credits: director, Alex Graves ; writer, John Wells.
Cast: Martin Sheen, John Spencer, Jeffrey DeMunn.
Summary: When a Navy aircraft collides with a North Korean jet, the five crew members are missing and presumed down in North Korean territory. Pres. Bartlet (Sheen) dispatches a Navy SEAL team to find and rescue them. This prompts White House Chief of Staff Leo McGarry (John Spencer) to recall his own harrowing experience as a pilot shot down over North Vietnam. At the same time Leo’s good friend, fellow flyer and the man who saved his life in Vietnam (DeMunn) is now a defense contractor under investigation for paying bribes to obtain military contracts.

No known reviews.
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